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Tuscan Beauty

Star�ng Bid $4,350.00

Retail Value $7,700.00  Donated by Lux Give

Escape to the enchan�ng Tuscan countryside with our exclusive auc�on item: a seven-

night stay in an Italian villa nestled in the picturesque rolling hills above Cortona. Prepare

to be cap�vated by breathtaking vistas, immerse yourself in the rich cultural heritage,

and indulge in the flavors of Tuscany.

Your Italian villa offers a truly authen�c Tuscan living experience. Perched in the idyllic

countryside, you'll wake up to stunning views of the rolling hills, olive groves, and

vineyards that define this region. Relax in the comfort and charm of your villa, surrounded

by the tranquility of nature and the unmistakable beauty of Tuscany.

During your stay, you'll have the opportunity to explore the wonders of Tuscany. Embark

on visits to medieval towns, where �me seems to stand s�ll and the history comes alive.

Stroll through cobblestone streets, admire ancient architecture, and soak up the unique

atmosphere that transports you to a bygone era. Immerse yourself in the local culture by

browsing vibrant markets, where you can discover fresh produce, ar�sanal cra�s, and the

flavors of Tuscany.
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No visit to Tuscany would be complete without indulging in the region's world-renowned

wines. With endless vineyards just a short drive away, you'll have the opportunity to

savor exquisite tas�ngs, learn about tradi�onal winemaking techniques, and immerse

yourself in the rich wine culture that has put Tuscany on the map. Let your senses guide

you as you sip on renowned Chian� or Brunello, surrounded by vine-covered hills and

breathtaking landscapes.

To ensure that your stay is truly unforge�able, your dedicated concierge will provide

personalized recommenda�ons and trip planning. Whether you're seeking the best local

tra�orias, hidden gems off the beaten path, or insider �ps on exploring the region, your

concierge is here to make your Tuscan experience seamless and tailored to your

preferences.

Don't miss your chance to bid on this extraordinary Tuscan getaway. Join us at the

auc�on and secure your seven-night stay in an Italian villa above Cortona. Experience the

stunning vistas, immerse yourself in Tuscan living, and discover the best of the region

with personalized recommenda�ons from your dedicated concierge. Get ready to create

cherished memories and fall in love with the beauty and charm of Tuscany.

 


